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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the unique homogeneous Kahler metric carried by
M = Diff (S l ) /S£(2 , ffi) induces the Weil-Petenson metric on the Teichmuller space. This
is via our identification of M as a holomorphic submanifold of universal Teichmuller space
T(i). The identification was obtained in [12] simply by noting that every diffeomorphum
of S1 is a quasisymmetric homeomorphum. Our computations allow us also to prove
that every T(C), G any infinite Rtchsian group, projects out of M transversely. This last
assertion it related to the "fractal* nature of G-invariant quasidrclee.
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* To be submitted for publication.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The infinite dimensional holomorphically homogeneous complex manifold M =
D\K(Sl)/SL(2,]&) was shown in our earlier work [12] to be naturally embedded (since
diffeomorphisms are quasisymmetric homeomorphisms) in the universal Teichmuller space,
7(1), as one leaf of a holomorphic foliation of T(l). That result showed that these two
"universal moduli (paces' are intimately related. Then ii a unique (up to a scaling factor)
homogeneous Kahler metric, g, on M, this metric and its curvature have been studied
intensively by many physicists including Bewick, Rajeev, Laniri, Zumino, Kirillov (see [4],
[5], (6], [7], [10]). Our chief result is that this metric g produces precisely the WtH-Ptttruon
Kahler metric on the Teichmuller spaces.

Let us be more precise. The metric g assigns a hermitian inner product on smooth
real vector fields on the unit circle S1. {S1 is to be thought of as the boundary of the open
unit disk A.) Now, tangent vectors to the Teichmuller space are represented by Beltrami
coefficients on A (modulo the infinitesimally trivial ones) - see Sec. S. The vector field on
S1 corresponding to a Beltrami coefficient ft is ti|/j](*)£-, * e S'. We are able to express
the metric g as a pairing on these Beltrami coefficients; indeed, the formula is:

w - II
A x a

This formula converges (as it must) whenever fi,v e £~(A) represent ttnooth (C2+* is
enough smoothness) vector fields on S1 . However, as it stands, (•) must diverge whenever
H,v represent non-iero tangent vectors to any Teichmuller space 7*(G)(c T(l)), where
G is any infinite Fuchsian group. This implies that each T(G) sits in T(l) inttnecting
tramvertely the leaves of the foliation of T(l) by M and its Mod(G) translates.

On the other hand, the formula (*) for the pkyticiiW mttrie q can ttili te
utti to recover the Weil-Pe tern on metric on any of the finite dimentional Teickmiller
tpaeei T{G), (which is where the Weil-Petersson metric is defined classically). This is
accomplished via a simple regulation of the improper integral (*) - as explained in Sec. 4.
Thus, the unique Kahler structure of DiS(S1)/SL(2,») really does tie up with the Weil-
Petersson Kahler metric on the Teichmuller spaces in a very convincing fashion.

The transversality we have mentioned above, of each T(G) with M, relates inti-
mately to various facts about the relationship of smooth diffeomorphisme to general qua-
sisymmetric homeomorphisms (on S1). Recall (see Sec. 3) that the universal Teichmuller
space r ( l ) can be thought of as the space of all (Mobius-normaliied) quasiduks. Now,
the quasidisks corresponding to the analytic subset M are precisely the ones with C °
boundaries. Bowen [3] had proved that the boundary of any quasidisk corresponding to
a (non-origin) point of T(G), (where A/G is a compact Riemann surface), must be very



non-smooth - indeed "fractal*. These results (discussed in Sec. S) are thus compatible
with, and shed new light on, what we have proved in this paper.

2. THE KAHLEB, METRIC g ON U

The Lie algebra of the Frechet Lie group Diff(5 l) consists
(= smooth real vector fields on Sl). The homogeneous space of (right-) cosets
M = Diff(5 l)/SL(2, R)) has, as its tangent space at the origin, those smooth real vector
fields v which are of the form

(1)

Here the Lm

- (-1,0.1)

, m 6 22, generate the eomplexincation of Vect""^1). Note that
[ im. in l = «'(>* - "•Oim+n- The complex structure on M is defined (see |5|,[«],[7]) by
placing the following almost complex structure J at the origin:

(2) i sgn(m) «»„,

Everywhere else on M the almost complex structure is assigned by translating this one.
This almost complex structure is integrable and At becomes a holomorphically homoge-
neous complex manifold.

There exists a untf*« Komojencow Kihltr metric g on M, (|5),[6j,[7|). By homo-
geneity, one needs to determine the Kahler form u only at the origin of M. The requirement
dw = 0 forces (sec [6]}:

(3) ], Lm) = 0

Also, a must vanish whenever one of its arguments is £_ i , LQ or Lt - since these vector
fields (which generate «£(2, It)) give the lero tangent vector on M. From these conditions
one finds that the only pouiUe Scmogtneov KSUer form u it given «t the origin if.

(4) m, n e 2B - {±1,0}

(a is a non-sero complex constant.) Elsewhere on M, of course, u is transported by
translations.

Remark Interestingly, the formula (4) has occurred in more than one other context.
Segal ([8], p. 321) in calculating H3(Vect"(51),C5 gets (4), where (3) becomes interpreted
as a cocyde condition. Again, (4) occurs in conformal field theory where the interpretation
of (3) is basically as the Jacobi identity.

it1, s * -in i

Proposition Let v = HvmLm and u> = EwmLm (of the form (1)) represent two real
tangent vectors to M at the origin. Then the Kahler metric g, whose Kahler form u was
determined above, assigns the inner product

(5) {v, w) = - - m)]

The infinite series in (5) converges absolutely whenever the vector fields v and v> are C2+'

on S1 (any e > 0).

Proof Recall that the Kahler 2-form in is related to the corresponding pairing g by
f>{X,Y) = g(X,JY). So g(v,v>) = ~w{v,Jw). It is therefore trivial to deduce (S) from
(4). The convergence assertion follows from the fact that the Fourier coefficients of a G* "
function on S1 decay at least as fast as ^rW- (s** Katsnelson [9], p. 24-25).

D

Note: Since we want g(v, v) > 0 we must have a = ib with b > 0.

S. THE TEICHMULLER SPACES

We recall the basic facts we need from Tekhmuller theory. See Nag [ll] for
complete proofs. This section is necessarily a trifle long since we have to understand the
relation between various equivalent definitions of Teichmuller space.

The universal Teichmuller space, T(l), is a holomorphically homogeneous com-
plex Banach manifold which contains within itself, as complex submaoifolds, all the
Teichmuller spaces T(<7), (for arbitrary Fuchsian groups G operating on A). T(G) parametrise
the various complex structures on the Riemann surface X = A/G. The ball of proper Bei-
trami differentials, i™(A)i, is fundamental: it is the open unit ball in the complex Banach
space of i " functions on A. The G-invariant Beltrami differentials constitute the closed
complex subspace:

(6) L°°(G) = {it € i™(A) : tt{9*)t(tj/a'(*) «• p(*) a.e. on A for all g in G}.

The unit ball Lm(G) n £ * ( A ) , is denoted £"(<?)i.

The chief construction is to solve the Beltrami equation

(7) wg = itvi.

for any n 6 £°°(A)i. One needs to look at two solutions of (7), namely,

[wM]: The quasiconformal homeomorphism of (I which is ft-conformal (Le. solves (7)) in
A, fixes ±1 and - t , and keeps A and A* (= exterior of A) both invariant. This u^ is



obtained by applying the existence and uniqueness theorem of Ahlfors—Bera (for (7)) to the
Beltrami coefficient which is p on A and extended to A* by reflection (£t(i) = J * ( J ) J 3 / ^
for x e A).

[»**]: The quasiconformal homeomorphbm on U which is jj-conformal on A and conformal
on A', (fixing ±1 and -i again, say), w'' is obtained by applying the Ahlfors-Bers theorem
to the Beltrami coefficient which is ft on A and iero on A*.

spaa,

(8)

Now one defines, for any Fuchsian group G including G = {!}, the Tcichmuller

T(G)

where ft *» v if and only if %/>„ = w,, on dA = S1, which happens if and only if UJ** = vf
on A* U Sl. The space T(G) carries uniquely the stucture of a complex Banach manifold
induced from the complex structure of the open ball L°° [G)i - Le., such that the quotient
projection

(9) • :

becomes a kolomorphic mbmtrtion.

- r (G)

How does this relate to moduli? If fi € L°° (G)t then uî  conjugates G to another
Fuchsian group

(10) GM = WpGw'1

The equivalence class of fi in r(G) represents the Riemann surface JfM = A/Gp.

Alternatively, one can utilize w" to conjugate G to a quasi-Fuchsian group

(11) G" = u^Gfui")"1

so that C* operates discontinuously on the quasidisks A** = ui"(A) and its exterior A*** =
ui"(A*). * „ is represented by Au/G", (whereas A'"/G" is the fixed Riemann surface
A*/G - since u>" was conformal on A*).

From the «„ picture it is clear that

(12)
1 quasisymmetric homeomorphitn
) compatible with G

Here a homeomorphum / of 5 1 is called quasisymmetrk if it has some quasiconformal
extension into A, and / is compatible with G if fGf~l is again a group of (restriction
to S1 of) Mobius transformations. The relation between (8) and (12) U by associating to
(i € L°a[O)i the homeomorphum w^ restricted to S1.

Remark We want to draw attention to the fundamental fact that the moduli of two-

dimensional Riemann surfaces are hereby determined by homeomorphiems of just the unit
circle. Thus reparametrusations of a closed string (S1) are intimately related to moduli of
complex structures. Indeed, the homomorphic embedding of M in T(l) exhibited in our
work |12] is simply the inclusion Diff(S') ^ Homeo,,^1).

Utilising the to** picture, one can associate to the Teichmuller class of ft the
quasidisk A". Consequently:

(IS)
I quasidiske on the complex sphere 1
1 normalized by Mobius transformations J

T{G) comprises those quasidisks on which some quasi-Fuchsian conjugate of G acts dis-
continuously.

How does one pass back and forth between the descriptions (12) and (13) of
Teichmuller space? Given a quasisymmetric homeomorphism / on 5 1 , extend it to any
quasiconformal homeomorphism f of A US1 . Then, if ft is the Beltrami coefficient dF/dF
of F on A, the quasidisk corresponding to / is D = A". U does not depend on the choice
of the extension F.

Conversely, note that vs? and tu" are both ^-conformal on A - and consequently
ff m UI^UI'1 is a (normalized) Riemann mapping of A onto A". If follows that if a
quasidisk D is supplied the corresponding quasisymmetric homeomorphism / on S1 is

(14) /-,-».*

where p and <r are respectively the (normalised) Riemann mappings of A onto D and A*
onto D* (= exterior of D).

We recall now Teichmuller's Lemma, which identifies the tangent space to any
T(G) at the origin. The fundamental pairing L°°{G) x A3{G) - » C between L™ Beltrami
coefficients and integrable holomorphk quadratic differentials for G is given by

(18) f"f>-

Ttickmilhr's Lemma; Let » : L"[G)i -•• T(G) be the defining quotient projection (9).
The kernel of the derivative of w at 0 u the subspace

(16) N[G) = {ii € L°°(G): {ft, f) = 0, for all <f> e A3{G)}

Consequently, the tangent space at origin of T{G) is Lm(G)/N(G).



We are equipped now to define the Wtii-Ptttruon (W-P) inner product on T(G).

Given ft, v € L°°(G) one sets

// y
We want to explain thii formula. From Ahlfors [1] one recalls the fundamental map

L~(G) -* B3(G)

given by

(18)

Here Bj(G) are all the "Nehari-bounded* holomorphic quadratic differentials for G, (i.e.
||p(»)(l - |«|3)||oo < oo on A). The kernel of (18) is known to be precisely N(G), and
consequently the W-P inner product (17) becomes:

(19) W-P(/i, v) = {n, p[i/|)

However, <p\v\(& Bi[G)) is not necessarily in A?(G) for general Fuchsian group G. So the
W-P formula is usually defined only for the finite dimensional T(G) - when A/G is on
finite confonnal type - because for such G one knows Bj(G) = A?(G). For such G the
formula (17), equivalently (19), converges.

4. THE KAHLER METRIC ON Diff(S*)/SL(2, R) IS WEIL-FETERSSON

The main program is to calculate the physicists' Kahler metric on M in terms
of Beltrami differentials. Let fi € i™(A) represent any tangent vector to T(l). The
corresponding "quasisymmetric* vector field on 5 1 is v — u[fi](«)^- for z = e'*. Hence,
(« m [12]),

(20)

Here w[ î| is the first variation term in the solutbn theory of the Beltrami equation (7):

(21)

Theorem 1 Let ft, f £ I™ (A) represent two tangent vectors at the origin of X(l).
Then the Bowick-Rajeev-Lahiri hermittan inner product g of formula (S) becomes formally:

This integration is convergent whenever y, and v represent (see (20)) at least C 3 1 ' smooth

vector fields on S1.

Clearly we first need the Fourier coefficients of v($) so that we may apply formula
(5). We have

Lemma /t € L00(A} corresponds to the real vector field v ( # ) ^ on S1 as p«r (20).
The Fourier coefficients of v(9) are:

(23) , for fc>

JJ (»-

and v* = n r j for ib < —2.

Proof The explicit formula for ui[ji] is

(24)

This is the formula of Sec. 1.2.12 of Nag jll] adapted to the disk. Or see formula (1.9)
of Ahlfon |1|. Note that <i|^| vanishes at ±1 and —t, as it must by the normalisation
enforced on < v

In (24) we substitute f = e'9 and make a straight calculation (in which some
remarkable cancellations occur) to get the Fourier coefficients as desired.

a

Proof of the Theorem The coefficients \ik and un, are determined respectively from ti
and v by the preceeding Lemma. To apply formula (S) for the (hermitian) inner product
on M we calculate

-m)-~ ffff x /
We have interchanged order of sum and integral above. This is justified whenever there is
absolute convergence - for example when the vector fields are C2+t as noted before.

Now,

(26) ^ j j , for



(a» may be eeen by differentiating
we get the Theorem easily.

(1 - at)-1 three times), Using (5), (25), (26)

Remarks Since the choice of a is at our disposal (up to a positive multiple) we will
henceforth normalise so that the factor outside the integral in (22) becomes unity. Notice
that formula (22) U now precisely the W-P formula (17) for the case G = {1}, le . for
universal TeichmuUer space.

Corollary Let G be any infinite Fuchsian group. Then T{G) intersects
M = Dift(S1)/SL(2, S.) transversely. Indeed, every non-null tangent vector to T(G) at the
origin, described by /* e (Z.°°(G)- JV(G)) produces a vector field on S1 that cannot be even
C3+t smooth (for any e > 0), (Thus, w[p] cannot be C*+* on Sl if /i e (£"((?)-#(<?)).)

Proof Formula (22) says that

(27) g(fi,v) =

where <p\v\ is defined in Ahlfors' map (18). But JJ f*p over any union of N fundamental
regions for G is N(tt, if>), by G-invariance. Therefore, for fi, v 6 (t°°(G) - N[G)) formula
(22) and (27) must diverge whenever G has infinitely many elements. All the assertions
are now clear.

Remark If ft is a G-invariant Beltrami differential and v a any (integrable) holo-
morphic function on A then the classic Poincari series formula is

(28)

where 03{<p) = E^cf* 3 ° SKQ1)2- (See [11], p. 73, p. 174, p. 231, etc.)

But if v € L°°(G) then <p[v\ is already a G-invariant quadratic differential So
the Poincare' series is simply (order of G) xip, and the divergence of (27) is again manifest.

In spite of this divergence for T[G) of the Bowick-Rajeev et aL metric, formula
(22) one can ttill recover tKe Vf-P metric on every finite dimentional T(G) from formula
(22). The idea is to simply regulate passage to the limit in the improper integral. For
It, v e i°°(G) rewrite (22) as

(29) gfyi, v) = lir

where

(30)

D,

where Dr is the union of all the translates of a fixed fundamental region R(= A/6T) that
meet the disc Ar = {\z\ < r). Thus DT is the 'saturation* of Ar with respect to a
G-tessellation of A.

Theorem 2 Suppose va £ L"'(G}/N(G) is any tangent vector of unit length for the
W-P metric (17) on T[G). (The W-P metric is really defined only up to a scalar factor -
so choice of i^ is trivial) All the W-P inner products can be recovered from the physicists'
Kahler metric g by the formula:

(SI)

Proof Indeed, from what we learnt above,

(32) fr(?,i')-iVr(W.P(jili0)

where AT
r = number of copies (tiles) of A/G in DT. No compact subset of A can meet

infinitely many tiles (see Beardou [2]) - so Nr is a finite number - and we are through.
•

Remark Since the metric g was Kahler (Sec. 2) to start with, this sheds new light on
the Kahlerkity of the Weil-Petmson metric. That W-P is Kahler on T(G) was first shown
by Ahlfors in JlJ. The negative curvature of W-F also fits in neatly with the corresponding
fact known for g.

5. REMARKS ON THE THANSVERSALITY OP T{G) WITH M

The Corollary of Theorem 1 of the previous section can be prettily interpreted by
considering the deep question of which quasidisks correspond to points of M, and which
to points of T(G). We are now thinking of TeichmuUer space as the set of (normalised)
quasidisks - as explained in Sec. 3.

Bowen [3] had proved that if G uniformiies a compact Riemann surface, then
eterf fton-ortyin point oJT{G) correspond! to a quatiditk with fractal boundary (i.e.,
Hausdorff dimension of the bounding quasicircle is strictly greater than unity).

On the other hand, the qvatidiskt corretponding to the points of

M = Diff(51)/5£(2, K) art the ones with £7" boundaries.

In fact, recall from Sec. 3 the relationship between the two ways (12) and (13)
of considering TeichmuUer space. If the quasidisk is smoothly bounded then the Riemann
mappings p and <r both extend smoothly to the boundaries. Hence, by formula (14)
certainly the £7°" quasidisks correspond to points of M. That they comprise all of M is
shown in Kirillov [10] using an idea of Sullivan.
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It is also easy to see that a G-comp&tible / € Homeo,,(iSl) must be non-smooth
(if / is not itself a Mobius transformation). For example, it is known that if / is compatible
with a compact surface group G, and / is C1 at even a single point of 5 ' , then / must
represent the origin of T(G). One idea is to note that fOf~x = G^, and / assumed Cx

on the circle, implies, on direct differentiation, that the hyperbolic marked length spectra
of A/G and A/GM are the same. Hence Gp is not a non-trivial deformation of G - so that
/ represents the origin of T{G), as desired.

We thus se« that the fact that each T(G) sticks transversely out of M is intimately
related to the non-smoothness al the vector fields, or the quasisymmetric homeomorphtsms,
or the quasiduks corresponding to the (non-origin) points of T(G).
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